Summary / highlights from the TSC Meeting 3/31/21

- App services work to support registry/config access tokens was completed.
- Work was completed to support message bus implementation for events in Go Device Service SDK. Work for support in C SDK is ongoing.
- Work was completed to support custom configuration in both device service SDKs (already in App Service SDKs).
- TestQA reports some TAF tests failing, but these are being addressed by the team and are caused by known issues.
- DevOps now working on repository badging.
- Renaming master branches to main branches is slated to occur after June 30th release. Work will be coordinated with LF (a script will be used to rename – it is planned that the script will be made available to developers to rename their own repository fork master branches)
- The security working group is working on securing consul phase II. This was a stretch goal for Ireland and is now being pulled up.
- EdgeX Ready program was briefed to the EdgeX community in the China TSC meeting last week. It was well received. They are still asking for more component certification programs as well as individual recognition programs.
- The ORRA project meets 4/1/21 at 10am PDT.
- An organization has been selected and contract work to translate EdgeX website to Chinese is expected to begin around mid May and go til the release date.
- ADR’s currently under review:
  - Upload threat model / #259 – the community is asked to provide feedback by April 14th.
  - Metris / #268 – Jim to refresh/rework this document in the coming weeks
- The edgex-compose repository is going to be reorganized. We are eliminating the release folder and adding a branch for each release. This will simplify management and avoid issues of the latest files not having the right version.
- EdgeX Award nominations are open until April 7. See http://bitly.com/EdgeX_Awards_wiki for the nomination form, list of past winners and information about the program.